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A comparison of deictic pronouns in seven major Philippine languages 
(Tagalog, Sebuano, Ilokano, Hiligaynon, Bikol, Kapampangan, and 
Pangasinan) reveals a complex pattern of similarities and divergences. 
Modern Tagalog has three degrees of deixis (near me, near you, and far), 
and three case forms for each pronoun. Other languages have differing 
numbers of pronouns and case forms. Some languages have plural forms. In 
some languages, including Tagalog, the third (oblique) form of deictics also 
expresses location/direction. In other languages the locatives are distinct, 
but derived from, the deictics. In some but not all languages, there are 
derived forms expressing similarity (Tagalog ganito ‘like this’) and presence 
(Tagalog narito ‘be here’).The translational approach also reveals that the 
boundaries between the deictics are not sharp, in contrast, for example, to 
the personal pronouns, where the boundary between 1st and 2nd person 
pronouns is extremely sharp. We also find an interplay between the deictics 
and 3rd person pronouns (e.g. using ito ‘this’ in place of siya ‘he, she’). For 
historical linguistics the study points to a number of avenues for changes 
or shifts to take place. For theoretical linguistics it raised the question of 
whether any model using binary processing, or assuming a central processing 
unit can account for this degree of linguistic change.

1. Introduction

A few years ago I was asked to teach a course on comparative Philippine grammar 
at De la Salle University. At the time, a number of books of stories in several Philippine 
languages with Tagalog translations had recently been published. Naively I thought it 
should be very straightforward to ask the students to use these translations, starting 
with the most frequent words and grammatical structures in Tagalog, to find the 
corresponding words and constructions in the other languages.

The comparisons turned out to be extremely complex — and therefore interesting. 
I felt challenged to undertake a more extensive comparison of the Philippine languages, 
this time using a set of New Testament translations. In previous papers I compared 
case marking articles and discussed areas of stability and fluidity in these languages. 
The present paper presents a comparison of the deictic, or demonstrative, pronouns. 
Since deictic pronouns are among the very highest frequency items in these languages, 
and indeed in any language, it might be expected to be an area of relative stability. 
Again this is not the case — there is a high degree of divergence, not only in the forms 
which express the various deictic categories, but also with regard to the categories 
that are distinguished. In addition, questions are raised in terms of the pragmatic 
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question of which deictic is used, and in fact, whether a deictic will be used at all, in 
a given situation.

Translated materials are not the most desirable source of data, especially materials 
dealing with such un-Philippine and un-modern matters as the New Testament does. On 
the other hand, these translations provide a wealth of comparative evidence otherwise 
unavailable, and provide a number of insights not attained from monolingual analysis.

The languages included in this study, along with the abbreviations used in tables 
and examples, are Tagalog, Bikol (BIK), Sebuano (SEB), Hiligaynon (HIL), Kapampangan 
(KAP), Pangasinan (PANG) and Ilokano (ILO). Diachronically there is a major boundary 
between the first four languages, which are Central or Southern Philippine languages, 
and the last three, being Northern Philippine languages (McFarland 1980, Walton 
1977). Also the first four languages are more closely related, thus more similar, to one 
another than the last three.

In this paper, first Tagalog deictics will be discussed, then other languages will 
briefly be introduced. Finally, a section about translating deictics will be included.

Note that the e�amples are gi�en in a multi�line format. The first line is in thee e�amples are gi�en in a multi�line format. The first line is in the 
language under discussion. If this language is not Tagalog, it will be identified by 
its abbreviation, as indicated above If the example is not from Tagalog, then the 
corresponding Tagalog passage is presented in the next line of the example. The 
passages in Tagalog and the other languages are presented as they appear in the texts, 
with no corrections for pronunciation, etc. The last line is the corresponding text from 
the English Good News translation; in most cases this is not a literal translation of the 
passage in the other languages.

The verse from which the example is taken is shown at the end of the example. 
The abbreviations are: Mt for Matthew, Mk for Mark, Lk for Luke, Jn for John, Ac for 
Acts, Col for Colossians, 2Tm for 2 Timothy, and Rv for Revelation.

2. Deictics in Tagalog

2.1. Deictic pronouns in Tagalog

Deictic pronouns are generally divided into three sets expressing nearness to 
the speaker (ito), nearness to the addressee (iyan), and remoteness from either (iyon). 
These pronouns also occur with high frequency within texts, where there is no concrete 
spatial reference. There is an additional form (ire), variously described as denoting 
actual physical contact with the speaker, or as denoting nearness to both speaker and 
addressee, as opposed to a more general meaning for ito. Ire does not occur with high 
frequency in modern written Tagalog. In McFarland (1989) I found 5 occurrences of 
ire as opposed to 5577 for ito. In the Tagalog New Testament translation it does not 
occur at all. It appears that to the extent that ire is used by some speakers it has more 
of a stylistic effect than a clear distinction in meaning.

Each pronoun has se�eral forms to e�press different cases. The forms cited abo�e 
(ito, iyan, iyon) can be called the nominative case, primarily expressing the grammatical 
subject of a sentence. (Note: the grammatical subject may not correspond to a subject 
in English or other languages.)
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(1)  Ito ang minamahal kong Anak
This is my own dear Son
Mt 3:17

(2)  Ibibigay ko sa iyo ang lahat ng ito
All this I will give you
Mt 4:9

(3)  Anong tao ito?
What kind of man is this?
Mt 8:27

A second set of forms (nito, niyan and niyon or noon) can be called genitive. 
Parallel to the genitive article ng, these forms have a number of functions, including 
‘possessor’, ‘actor complement’, and ‘object complement’. For example:

(4)  Pumunta si Jesus sa bahay ni Pedro at doo’y nakita niya ang biyanan nito
Jesus went to Peter’s home, and there he saw Peter’s [this one’s] mother-in-law
Mt 8:14

(5)  sinabi nito sa mga babae
The angel [this one] spoke to the women.
Mt 28:5

(6)  “Huwag hahawak nito,” “Huwag titikim niyan,” “Huwag hihipo niyon”?
“Don’t handle this,” “Don’t taste that,” “Don’t touch the other”
Col 2:21

Between niyon and noon, noon is used primarily with temporal reference, niyon 
with the ordinary meaning.

(7)  Tinaga niya ang alipin ng pinakapunong saserdote, at natigpas ang tainga niyon.
and struck at the High Priest’s sla�e, cutting off his [that one’s] ear.
Mt 26:51

(8)  at ito’y gumaling -- naging tulad noong isa.
and it became well again, just like the other [that] one.
Mt 12:13

But

(9)  Nguni’t natutulog noon si Jesus.
But Jesus was asleep [at that time].
Mt 8:24
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(10)  Alalahanin ninyo ang sinabi niya sa inyo noong nasa Galilea pa siya:
Remember what he said to you while he was in Galilee:
Lk 24:6

(The genitive form nire (corresponding to ire) did not occur in either McFarland 
(1989) or the Tagalog translation.)

The oblique forms (dito, diyan, doon) are primarily used to express place or 
destination: ‘there’, ‘to there’, etc.

(11)  Dito nakatira ang kanyang mga kapatid na babae, hindi ba?
Aren’t his sisters living here?
Mk 6:3

(12)  At papatayin namin siya bago dumating dito.
But we will be ready to kill him before he ever gets here.
Ac 23:15

They also express ‘to this’, ‘of this’, etc. as in the following examples:

(13)  napakita ang Panginoon kay Saulo at nakipag-usap dito
Saul had seen the Lord on the road and that the Lord had spoken to him 
[this one].
Ac 9:27

(14)  Ang paghahari ng Diyos ay maitutulad dito:
At that time the Kingdom of heaven will be like this.
Mt 25:14

(15)  Dahil dito’y nagtalu-talo ang mga Judio.
[because of] This started an angry argument among them.
Jn 6:52

(16)  nagugulo ang kanilang isip tungkol dito,
They stood there puzzled about this
Lk 24:4

The form dine (corresponding to ire) occurred 7 times in McFarland (1989), as 
opposed to 2350 for dito. It occurred 11 times (written dini) in the Tagalog Bible 
translation (dito occurred 242), usually in a context in which, for example, St. Paul 
was in one city, writing to people in another city, thus clearly designating a place near 
the speaker, not near the addressee.

(17)  Sikapin mong makarating dini sa lalong madaling panahon.
Do your best to come to me [here] soon.
2Tm 4:9
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Tagalog deictic pronouns are summarized in the following table.

Table 1. Tagalog deictic pronouns

ito iyan iyon
nito niyan niyon/noon
dito diyan doon

In Tagalog, and in the other Philippine languages, the deictics can stand alone, as in 
the above examples, or as demonstrative adjectives modifying nouns. Such constructions 
usually include some kind of ‘linker’, and the deictic can come before or after the noun. 
When the deictic comes first, it carries the case marking for the phrase; if the deictic 
comes after the noun, it will be in the nominative form — the case of the phrase will 
expressed by an article at the head of the phrase. See the following examples.

(18)  Itong bayang nag-apuhap sa gitna ng kadiliman
The people [this nation] who live in darkness
Mt 4:16

(19)  hindi na ako iinom nitong katas ng ubas hangga’t hindi dumarating ang 
kaharian ng Diyos.
I will not drink this wine until the Kingdom of God comes.
Lk 22:18

(20)  ako’y nananalangin dito sa aking bahay.
I was praying [here] in my house
Ac 10:30

But

(21)  Ilang ang pook na ito
this [this place] is a lonely place.
Mt 14:15

(22)  Ano ang karapatan mong gumawa ng mga bagay na ito?
What right have you to do these things?
Mt 21:23

(23)  Maghari nawa ang kapayapaan sa bahay na ito!
Peace be with this house.
Lk 10:5
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2.2. Tagalog deictic extensions

A number of Tagalog words or forms are derived from the deictic pronouns. The 
forms narito, nariyan, and naroon, consisting of na- plus the oblique pronouns, express 
‘be here’ and ‘be there’. Related forms are nasa ‘be at’ and nasaan ‘be where?’

(24)  Narito na ang magkakanulo sa akin.
here is the man who is betraying me!
Mt 26:46

(25)  Sapagka’t kung saan naroon ang inyong kayamanan ay naroon din naman 
ang inyong puso.
For your heart will always be [there] where your riches are [are there].
Mt 6:21

Ganito ‘like this’, ganyan ‘like that’, and ganoon or gayon ‘like that’ are abbreviations 
of gaya ‘like’ plus the genitive deictic form. With other nominal expressions the full 
form is used: gaya ng, gaya ni, gaya ko, etc.

(26)  Ganito kayo mananalangin: ‘Ama naming nasa langit,
This [like this], then, is how you should pray: ‘Our Father in heaven:
Mt 6:9

In Tagalog the primary verb of movement is pumunta ‘go’, not related to the 
deictic pronouns. However there are secondary derived forms, such as pumarito ‘come 
here’, pumariyan and pumaroon ‘go there’: puma- plus the oblique deictic forms.

(27)  susunod po ako sa inyo saanman kayo pumaroon.
I am ready to go with you wherever you go [go there].
Mt 8:19

Compare:

(28)  siya’y natakot na pumunta roon.
he was afraid to go there.
Mt 2:22

The Tagalog deictic derivations or extensions are summarized in the following table.

Table 2. Tagalog deictic derivations

narito nariyan naroon
ganito ganyan ganoon/gayon
pumunta (pumarito) (pumariyan) (pumaroon)
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3. Deictics in other Philippine languages

A thorough discussion of deictic pronouns in seven Philippine languages could 
be the topic of a monograph. In this paper I give only a brief summary of the total 
constellation, as an example or illustration of the degree of divergence to be found.

3.1. Nominative deictics

The nominative deictics in the other six languages are included, along with 
Tagalog, in the following table.

Table 3. Nominative Deictics in seven Philippine languages

TAG ito iyan iyon
BIK ini iyan idto
HIL ini ina yadto
SEB kini kana kadto
KAP iti/ini/deti/deni yan/den ita/deta
PANG saya/aya/saraya satan/itan/saratan saman/iman/saraman
ILO daytoy/dagitoy dayta/dagita daydiay/dagidiay

Aside from the ob�ious �ariation in forms, I note the following differences in 
categorization:

Belchez (1992) also has ito for the third form in Bikol.
Hiligaynon and Sebuano have an additional form (HIL: amo, SEB: mao) which 

seems to be an all-purpose deictic which can stand alone to express deixis (emphasis) 
without spatial reference, or can collocate with the other deictics (amo ini, mao kini, 
etc.)

(29)  HIL: si Juan amo si Elias nga magaabot.
SEB: si Juan mao si Elias kansang pag-anhi gitagna.
siya ang Elias na darating.
John is [that] Elijah whose coming was predicted.
Mt 11:14

(30)  HIL: kay amo ini ang imo nahamut-an.
SEB: kay mao may imong gusto ug pagbuot.
sapagka’t gayon ang ikinalulugod mo.
this was how you wanted it to happen.
Mt 11:26

Sebuano has an additional form kiri (cited by Wolff 1966 and Zorc 1987), 
designating near the speaker but not the addressee, as opposed to the more general 
meaning of kini. This form did not occur in the Sebuano New Testament translation.
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In Sebuano deictic pronouns do not follow nouns they modify; howe�er there is a suffi� 
-a which attaches to nouns (often together with a preceding deictic) to add emphasis.

(31)  SEB: Nakasabot ba kamo niining mga butanga?
Naunawaan na ba ninyo ang lahat ng ito?
Do you understand these things?
Mt 13:51

(32)  SEB: Tan-awa ninyo kining tawhana!
Masdan ninyo ang taong ito!
Look at this man!
Mt 11:19

Kapampangan presents a confusing picture. First, with regard to iti and ini, 
Mirikitani (1971:117–118) says:

“Iti refers to ‘this’ which is closer to the hearer and ini ‘this’ which 
is closer to the speaker. In reference to area, -ti appears to denote a 
general area, while -ni, a specific area.”

Davidson (1992) cites iti as ‘closest’ and ini as ‘near us’. Both iti and ini have high 
frequency in the Kapampangan translation, with no clear distinction of reference.

With regard to yan and ita, we get opposite descriptions. Mirikitani (1971:43) says:

“... iyan ‘that’ designates something close to the listener; and ita 
‘that over there’ designates something away from both the speaker 
and the listener.”

Davidson (1992) has ita as ‘near you’ and iyan as ‘far’. Once again the distinction, 
if it exists, is not clear from the occurrences in the New Testament translation.

Kapampangan and the other Northern languages have plural deictic forms (in 
each case, the last form shown in table 3 above). In Tagalog and the other Central 
languages plurality is indicated with the particle mga (/manga/).

(33)  KAP: Linapit la deti kang Felipe a tau Betsaida, Galilea.
Lumapit sila kay Felipe na taga-Betsaida, Galilea,
They [these] went to Philip
Jn 12:21

In the Pangasinan translation, the deictic pronouns each had three forms in the 
singular. One form with sa- (saya, satan, saman); one with i- or a- (aya, itan, iman); and 
an abbre�iated form with no prefi� (ya, tan, man). Benton (1971) does not mention 
the i- forms. Again, in the translation there is no ob�ious difference between the sa- 
and i- forms. The plural forms had only sara- (saraya, saratan, saraman).

Ilokano has also the form daydi, apparently a shortening of daydiay.
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3.2. Genitive deictics

The genitive forms are summarized in the following table.

Table 4. Genetive Deictics in seven Philippine languages

TAG nito niyan niyon/noon
BIK kaini kaiyan kaidto/kaito

HIL sini sina sadto
SEB niini niana niadto
KAP niti nian nita
PANG na saya na satan na saman
ILO daytoy/dagitoy dayta/dagita daydiay/dagidiay

This is a fairly well beha�ed set. We note the following differences:
Sebuano niiri (corresponding to kiri) did not occur in the translation.
The form nini (corresponding to ini) did not occur in the Kapampangan 

translation; nian occurred only twice. Kapampangan does not have plural genitive 
forms. In Kapampangan case marking (nominative and genitive) is shown primarily 
by the (redundant) personal pronouns. The nominative forms ya ‘he, she’ and la ‘they’ 
and the genitive forms na and da generally appear in a sentence even when there is 
a corresponding nominal phrase. Thus, for example, dareti, which may look like a 
genitive form, is actually a composite of da, the third person plural personal pronoun, 
and deti, the nominative plural deictic pronoun.

(34)  KAP: binie na karing Israelita ing gabun da reti
ipinagkaloob sa kanila ang lupain ng mga iyon
made his people the owners of the [their] land [of those].
Ac 13:19

(35)  KAP: Makatalakad ya libutad da reti ing metung a balamu lalaki
Nakatayo sa gitna ng mga ito ang isang animo’y lalaki
and among them [these] there was what looked like a human being,
Rv 1:13

Pangasinan does not have distinctive genitive forms. The deictic pronouns are 
handled like nouns and take the genitive article na (corresponding to ng in Tagalog). 
This applies also to the plural forms.

(36)  PANG: Dinmagop iray amin ya ombaley ed arap na saman ya abung.
at nagkatipon ang buong bayan sa may pintuan ng bahay.
All the people of the town gathered in front of the [that] house.
Mk 1:33
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(37)  PANG: Iner kasiy angalaan to yan too na saraya?
Saan niya nakuha ang lahat ng iyan?
Where did he get all this?
Mk 6:2

As with personal and common nouns, Ilokano does not distinguish nominative 
from genitive forms.

3.3. Oblique deictics

The oblique forms in the seven languages are shown in the following table.

Table 5. oblique Deictics in seven Philippine languages

TAG dito diyan doon
BIK digdi diyan duman
HIL diri dira didto
SEB diri/dinhi/ari/anhi diha/anha didto/adto
KAP kaniti/kanini/kareti/ 

kareni/keti/keni
karin/karen/ken kanita/kareta/keta

PANG ed saya/dia ed satan/ditan ed saman/diman
ILO iti daytoy/ kadagitoy/

ditoy
iti dayta/ kadagita/
dita

iti daydiay/ kadagidiay/
sadiay/idiay

This set is rather less regular formally than the genitive set; yet the connections 
are ob�ious. The following differences are noted:

In the Sebuano translation, both diri (nearest, or near speaker only) and dinhi 
(near us, or near speaker and addressee) occurred with high frequency. Sebuano 
also distinguishes the a- set from the di- set, in that the a- set has future or unreal 
reference. The a- set can also express movement in the given direction (adto ‘(will 
be/go) there’).

(38)  SEB: Nagpabilin siya didto hangtod nga namatay si Herodes.
Doon sila tumira hanggang sa mamatay si Herodes.
[there] where he stayed until Herod died.
Mt 2:15

(39)  SEB: karong adlawa adto ka sa Paraiso uban kanako.
ngayon di’y isasama kita sa Paraiso.
today you will be [there] in Paradise with me.
Lk 23:43

Pangasinan and Ilokano distinguish ‘to this’ from ‘here’, etc. In Pangasinan ed 
(corresponding to Tagalog sa) plus the nominative form expresses ‘to this’, etc. In 
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Ilokano iti (Tagalog sa) plus the nominative singular form expresses ‘to this’; in the 
plural there is a distinctive set with ka-. For ‘there’ the Ilokano translation had two 
forms sadiay (not mentioned in Lapid 1971) and idiay.

(40)  PANG: Siopa kasiy makatalus ed saya?
sino ang makatatanggap nito?
Who can listen to it [this]?
Jn 6:60

(41)  PANG: Inaro ak na Ama lapud saya,
Dahil dito’y minamahal ako ng Ama,
The Father loves me because ... [of this]
Jn 10:17

(42)  PANG: Dia ak nepeg a bistaen.
dito ako dapat litisin.
[here] where I should be tried.
Ac 25:10

(43)  PANG: Tinmaynan diman si Jesus
Umalis doon si Jesus
Jesus left that place [there]
Mt 15:21

Kapampangan also has a double set of forms (kaniti/keti, etc.), but the boundary 
between the two seems not so clear. The ‘to this’ set has plural forms (kareti, etc.).

3.4. Presence (na-) forms

The forms corresponding to the na- forms (‘be at ...’) in Tagalog are summarized 
in the following table.

Table 6. presence forms in seven Philippine languages

TAG narito nariyan naroon
BIK uya/anion yaon idtoon/itoon
HIL yari yara yadto
SEB ania anaa atua
KAP atyu/atilu keti/keni atyu/atilu ken atyu/atilu keta
PANG wala dia/wadya/nia wala ditan/wadtan wala diman/wadman
ILO adda ditoy/adtoy adda dita adda sadiay/idiay

The Hiligaynon and Sebuano forms are clearly derived from the oblique forms 
(diri, etc.)
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The Pangasinan and Ilokano forms contain an existential (PANG: wala = ILO: adda 
= Tagalog may/mayroon) plus the oblique forms. Kapampangan behaves similarly, 
but with some morphophonemic adjustment. Singular atyu consists of atin (Tagalog 
mayroon) plus -yu in place of the third person singular pronoun ya. Atilu is atin plus -lu 
in place of the third person plural pronoun la. We are reminded that the negative form 
in Tagalog (as in the other Central languages) is wala (the negative existential).

(44)  ILO: Ta no sadino ti yan ti gamengmo, adda met idiay ti pusom.
KAP: Uling nu man karin atyu ing pibandian yu, atyu naman karin ing pusu yu.
Sapagka’t kung saan naroon ang inyong kayamanan ay naroon din naman 
ang inyong puso.
For your heart will always be [there] where your riches are.
Mt 6:21

Compare:

(45)  ILO: Adda rukib dagiti musang, ket adda umok dagiti tumatayab,
KAP: Atin lang lunggang pisuluran ding asung-gubat at atin lang sale ding ayup,
May mga lungga ang mga asong-gubat, at may mga pugad ang mga ibon,
Foxes have holes, and birds have nests,
Mt 8:20

(46)  ILO: Iti saan unay nga adayo kadakuada, adda dakkel nga arban ti baboy 
nga agsubsubsob.
KAP: King e masiadung makarayu karin ating dakal a babing manyibsiban.
Sa di kalayuan doo’y may isang malaking kawan ng baboy na nanginginain.
Not far away there was a large herd of pigs feeding.
Mt 8:30

3.5. Similarity (ga-) forms

The forms corresponding to the ga- forms (‘like ...’) in Tagalog are summarized 
in the following table.

Table 7. similarity forms in seven Philippine languages

TAG ganito ganyan ganoon/gayon
BIK arog/siring kaini arog/siring kaiyan arog/siring kaidto
HIL subong sini subong sina subong sadto
SEB sama/ingon niini sama/ingon niana sama/ingon niadto
KAP anti kaniti/kanini/ 

antimo/makanyan
anti karin/antimo/ 
makanyan

anti kanita/antimo/ 
makanyan

PANG onya/singa saya/sirin onya/singa satan/sirin onya/singa saman/sirin
ILO kastoy kasta kasta
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In Bikol, Hiligaynon, and Sebuano the corresponding expressions are phrases 
consisting of a word meaning ‘like’ plus the genitive deictic form. Also BIK: siring, HIL: 
subong, and SEB: ingon can stand alone to express ‘like that’.

(47)  BIK: Dangan nagsurat siya nin siring kaini:
At lumiham siya ng ganito:
Then the commander wrote a letter that went like this:
Ac 23:25

(48)  BIK: siring man an ginibo ni Isaac sa aki niyang si Jacob.
ganito rin ang ginawa ni Isaac kay Jacob,
Isaac circumcised [did like that to] his son Jacob,
Ac 7:8

Kapampangan has anti ‘like’ plus an oblique deictic; alternatively words such as 
antimo and makanyan, which stand alone to express ‘like that’. In Pangasinan onya or 
singa ‘like’ plus a nominative deictic; alternatively sirin ‘like that’.

Only Ilokano has corresponding derived forms kastoy and kasta; the third member 
of the set (*kasdiay) seems to be missing. Kas also stands alone as a conjunction and 
can attract the enclitic pronouns.

(49)  ILO: Kalpasanna, nagsurat iti kastoy:
At lumiham siya ng ganito:
Then the commander wrote a letter that went like this:
Ac 23:25

(50)  ILO: makitak dagiti magmagna a tattao, ngem kasda la kayo.
Nakakakita po ako ng mga taong lumalakad, nguni’t sila’y parang 
punungkahoy.
I can see people, but they look like trees walking about.
Mk 8:24

3.6. Derived verbs of movement

The primary verbs of movement in the seven languages are summarized in the 
following table.
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Table 8. derived verbs of movement in seven Philippine languages

TAG pumunta
BIK magdigdi magdiyan magduman
HIL magkari magkadto magkadto
SEB moanhi moanha moadto
KAP munta/mako
PANG onla
ILO mapan/in/umay

Bikol, Hiligaynon, and Sebuano have verbs derived from the oblique deictics as 
the most general expression of movement. We note the following peculiarities.

We did not observe a form magkara in Hiligaynon. Phrases such as magkadto dira 
did occur in the translation.

(51)  HIL: ang mga luyag magkadto dira halin diri indi makatabok,
ang mga narini ay hindi makapariyan
those who want to cross over [to there] from here to you cannot do so
Lk 16:26

The Sebuano a- forms lose their future sense in verbs of motion. Thus we have 
real tense forms such as miadto ‘went’.

(52)  SEB: Unya miadto si Jesus sa balay ni Pedro
Pumunta si Jesus sa bahay ni Pedro
Jesus went [there] to Peter’s home
Mt 8:14

(53)  SEB: Si Jesus mibiya niadtong dapita ug miadto sa usa sa ilang mga sinagoga.
Umalis si Jesus at pumunta sa sinagoga.
Jesus left that place and went [there] to a synagogue,
Mt 12:9

The Northern languages do not have such derivations, at least not as the most 
general expression of motion.

3.7. Time expressions

As mentioned above noon, one of the genitive deictic forms in Tagalog, is used 
primarily to express past time, either as an adverb (‘at that time’) or a conjunction (‘when 
...’). The corresponding terms in the other languages are shown in the following table.
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Table 9. Time expressions in seven Philippine languages

TAG noon
BIK kaidto
HIL sadto
SEB niadto
KAP kanita
PANG nen/nen saman/ed saman
ILO idi

Bikol, Hiligaynon and Sebuano follow the Tagalog pattern in using the ‘far’ 
genitive deictic to express past time. The corresponding Kapampangan form is the 
‘far’ oblique deictic. Pangasinan uses nen, the genitive article for personal names 
(corresponding to Tagalog ni); the stand-alone adverb is a phrase, consisting of nen or 
ed (Tagalog sa) plus saman, the ‘far’ nominative deictic. Ilokano has a distinct form idi, 
not directly related to the deictics.

4. Alternatives to Deictics

In working with translations, we are always looking for one-to-one correspondences. 
I use the phrase ‘one-to-one’ in two ways. In one sense, for a given sentence, or a 
piece of text, we are looking for one word or phrase in one language that uniquely 
corresponds to a given word or phrase in another language. In another sense, we are 
looking for a similar correspondence which can be found in a large number, if not 
most, sentences, thus constituting a gloss or cross�language definition.

When we begin looking at translations, we are immediately made aware of 
the fact that such one-to-one correspondences, in one or both senses, are frequently 
unavailable. In the case of the deictics, we note the following types of divergence.

4.1. Different Pronoun

There are many cases where, for example, where Language A uses the ‘far’ deictic, 
but Language B uses the ‘near me’ or ‘near you’ deictic. In other cases the situation is 
reversed: Language A has ‘near’ corresponding to ‘far’ in Language B.

(54)  BIK: Iyan [that] gabos itatao ko saimo,
Ibibigay ko sa iyo ang lahat ng ito [this]
All this I will give you,
Mt 4:9

4.2. Different Case

Different languages may use different focus configurations to e�press the same 
idea, with the result that the case of the deictics will be different. To some e�tent this 
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may be systematic. For example, Hiligaynon and Sebuano exhibit a greater preference 
for actor focus than Tagalog and some of the other languages.

(55)  HIL: Indi bala kamo [nominative] makahangup sini [genitive] nga palaanggiran?
Hindi pa ba ninyo [genitive] nauunawaan ang talinghagang ito [nominative]?
Don’t you understand this parable?
Mk 4:13

4.3. Personal Pronoun

It is quite common in Philippine languages to use a deictic pronoun in place of a 
personal pronoun, for example in Tagalog ito ‘this’ instead of siya ‘he, she.’ Depending 
on the choice, perhaps mood, of the respective translators, we can have a deictic 
pronoun in one language corresponding to a personal pronoun in another language.

(56)  KAP: oneng tatakut ya [he] karing memalen Judio
nguni’t natatakot ito [this] sa mga Judio
but he was afraid of the Jewish people
Mt 14:5

4.4. Noun Phrase

In a gi�en situation, one translator may feel that a deictic pronoun is sufficient to 
express the reference; another translator may feel the need to be more explicit and use 
a noun phrase or name instead of the deictic.

(57)  ILO: imbilin ni Pilato a maited ti bangkay [the body] kenkuana.
Iniutos naman ni Pilato na ibigay ito [this] sa kanya,
Pilate gave orders for the body to be given to Joseph.
Mt 27:58

(58)  PANG: Makaliliket si Herodes nen anengneng toy Jesus,
Tuwang-tuwa ito [this one] nang makita si Jesus.
Herod was very pleased when he saw Jesus,
Lk 23:8

4.5. Absence of a Deictic

In some situations, the deictic may be considered to be completely redundant 
and can be eliminated. For example sinabi niya ito: ‘he said this:’ versus sinabi niya ‘he 
said:’. Or itong lalaki ‘this man’ versus ang lalaki ‘the man’.

(59)  SEB: Miluhod ang sulugoon atubangan sa iyang agalon,
Nanikluhod ang taong ito sa harapan ng kanyang panginoon
The [this] servant fell on his knees before the king.
Mt 18:26
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In other situations the given proposition may be paraphrased, completely 
eliminating the deictic reference.

(60)  SEB: Nagtuo ba kamo nga makaayo ako kaninyo?
Naniniwala ba kayo na magagawa ko ito? [Do you believe that I can do 
this?]
Do you believe that I can heal you?
Mt 9:28

5. Conclusion

These differences ha�e been discussed as choices in the conte�t of translation. But 
they strongly suggest that the same type of choices are available and/or required in the 
context of composition within a single language. It has been said that every text is a 
translation, that is a translation from a non-verbal situation or idea into a linguistic text.

It is further suggested that each of these various choices constitutes a channel for 
linguistic change, leading to the kind of diversity of form and categorization discussed 
in this paper.

The further question is: what kind of linguistic model could describe the process 
whereby, in a given situation, a given set of words, including deictics, and a given 
structure would be chosen, rather than alternative choices. I personally cannot accept 
any kind of computational model, or sequence of binary choices, which produces a 
unique solution in every situation. I would prefer a system based on mental associations, 
in which a given situation would stimulate various responses in the form of linguistic 
expressions. For example, both ito and iyon could be stimulated, but from the sum effects 
of linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli, the response for ito would be stronger in one case 
and for iyon in other cases. This is an idea which I hope to develop in the future.
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